Transformation agenda: from instability to opportunity for manufacturing and supply chains

Join The Economist Impact for The Transformation agenda: from instability to opportunity for manufacturing and supply chains, which will analyse supply chain disruptions, increasing sanctions, geopolitical tensions, inflation, labour shortages and sky-high fuel costs. Join manufacturing and logistics business leaders to hear from thought-provoking industry experts discussing the opportunities and challenges of today.

**THURSDAY 7TH JULY 2022 | 1:00PM – 3:15PM BST | JW MARRIOTT GROSVENOR HOUSE, LONDON**

**THEMES**
- Supply chain disruption - labor shortage, shipping industry under pressure
- Sustainability is a priority, but not without challenges
- Supporting reshoring or nearshoring
- More connected transportation networks
- Industry 4.0 solutions - big data, cyber security, IoT, additive manufacturing
- International cooperation and diversification

**WHO SHOULD ATTEND?**
- Vice President
- Chief Executive Officer
- Managing Director
- Chief Operating Officer
- Operations Director
- Vice President of Supply Chain
- Procurement Director
- Partner
- Chairman

**SPEAKERS**

**JOHN FERGUSON**  
Practice lead for globalisation, trade & finance  
Economist Impact

**DANIEL CARRERA**  
President, Europe  
UPS

**INMA MARTINEZ**  
Co-chair and project lead, AI in agriculture and farming  
The Global Partnership on Artificial Intelligence (GPAI), an OECD and G7 initiative for AI.

**WHY ATTEND**
- Learn best practices and key information from thought-provoking speakers
- Network with senior level peers from across the financial services industry
- Discuss and debate the challenges and opportunities affecting the industry

**Request your complimentary access here**
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